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... he could see the island of Manhattan off to the left. The towers were jammed together so tightly, he could feel the mass and stupendous weight. Just think of the millions, from all over the globe, who yearned to be on that island, in those towers, in those narrow streets! There it was, the Rome, the Paris, the London of the twentieth century, the city of ambition, the dense magnetic rock, the irresistible destination of all those who insist on being where things are happening ... (Tom Wolfe, The Bonfire of the Vanities)

I. Introduction

When I first published my study about the "Reception of American Law," I tried to describe a development which up to that time had not been analyzed or recognized in the literature. Although there were remarks here and there about the (bad) influence of American law and American "legal imperialism," there was no real study of the reasons for this "imperialism," or its consequences. I got interested in the topic when I taught a course on the history of private law, beginning with the re-discovery of the Roman law in the eleventh century. This led to the so-called "reception of the Roman law" throughout Europe, the dominant and still most important development in European legal history, which has recently gotten even more important after the break-down of the communist regimes in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union—an aspect I will return to. This Roman basis bias survived, despite important philosophical and theoretical innovations in European legal theory and practice. Such a background made it at least surprising to find a broad and deep change in law and legal culture in Europe in the middle of the 20th century. Was this change just a personal impression, or could it be verified? I focused on Switzerland because it is a small country where it is
relatively easy to combine personal experience, empirical studies and analysis of court decisions and jurisprudential literature. In the end, I concluded that a reception of American law has indeed taken place, which could and should be compared to the reception of Roman law in Europe at the dawn of the period of modern European legal thought.

This thesis—that there is a parallel between the reception of Roman law in the Middle Ages in Europe and the reception of American law in today’s Europe—seemed obvious and helpful to some, inadequate and misleading to others. Hans Schlosser, in the 1993 edition of his popular book, “Neuere Privatrechtsgeschichte” (that is, his history of modern private law), adopted the thesis. In any event, the concept of “reception” was important but not crucial; it was merely an aid in explaining what was actually going on. The process of reception of American law is indeed connected to significant and important changes in substantive law, legal procedures and legal thinking in Europe. The process has continued and gotten stronger since my article appeared in 1986-7. This essay points out some aspects of the process.

II. New Aspects of the Reception of American Law

A. The Universities

American styles and methods of university education have become more influential. Although the traditional style of law teaching on the Continent remains, there are some important innovations which owe much to American models.

First, the examination system has been altered. Normally, in German speaking areas of Europe, students used to attend lectures, and then prepare for final examinations on all the material they had learned. It is a major change to grant “credits” for particular courses, and to give exams for those specific courses.

Especially with regard to legal education, there is much discussion on whether this system is helpful or not. Nonetheless, it has been becoming more common. The European Community has introduced the so-called ERASMUS-program, which offers students the opportunity to study in all EC-countries. The idea behind this system is to make examinations interchangeable. Universities participating in the program tend to introduce the new mode of credits and examinations. Since this program is of high prestige, all leading faculties will soon, at least partly, introduce the new system.

A second important innovation is the introduction of post graduate studies in European community law as well as in American law. Many European faculties offer programs taken by an increasing number of students who are not able or willing to study in the United States. Especially in the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy and now also in Germany programs are offered which are in style as well as in
structure copies of American post-graduate education which leads to an LL.M. or M.C.L.

There are several reasons for this development. First, the number of professors who have studied in the United States is growing. These teachers bring their experience back home, and try to reform traditional legal education, sometimes without realizing that they are importing American models.

The importance of postgraduate education is growing, since both industry and law firms prefer young lawyers who have American legal education in addition to their regular training—a point I will return to. European Universities that wish to compete with American universities therefore have to offer comparable opportunities.

In this manner, European Universities are becoming more and more “Americanized,” in a double sense: first, they adopt the style and structure of American legal teaching and, second, they become more competitive—an obvious aspect of education in the United States but quite unknown on the Continent in Europe.

B. Law Firms

1. Traditionally, law offices in the German speaking area had three, two or even only one practicing lawyer. Over the last twenty years there has been a trend toward larger law firms; and a major change took place from about 1990 on. There have been waves of mergers of law firms; large firms now have offices in all major German cities and other European cities, sometimes also with branches in New York and Tokyo. In Switzerland there have been mergers of several large Zürich- and Geneva-based law firms which at the same time have opened bureaus in Eastern Europe and in Brussels.

2. Firm structure is also becoming more similar to the US style of structure, with senior and junior partners, associates and young lawyers as assistants. Many of these young lawyers have—and are sometimes required to have—an additional American education, leading to a LL.M. or comparable degree.

3. It goes without saying that the style of legal argument, and modes of handling litigation, are increasingly influenced by American models; this is evident as well in the drafting of contracts. In the seventies, a merger of two Swiss firms with more than 1 billion dollars turn-over per year was effected through a contract of less than ten pages. Nowadays I am sure the contract would run to 100 pages or more.

The continuing influence of the American legal system and legal education causes changes in traditional European structures. These changes in university teaching and examination are not confined to legal education. As I explained earlier, these changes are part of a broader development. America is dominant in science and culture. The leading role of American universities in nearly all fields is a well-known fact that needs no further explanation or documentation. It is therefore quite natural that students from all over the world come to these
universities and that universities in other countries pick up elements of the American system or even copy it. This occurred first in the natural sciences, then spread to other branches of learning.

Education in economics, very notably, is totally dominated by American models. The books and articles students read are written in English. They also often write their papers and doctoral theses in English. More and more universities give degrees with American names (e.g. the M.B.A.). They do so to meet a demand from industry and law firms.

The need for these degrees, and the interest of students in American education, leads some American Universities to organize courses in Europe, where students can get an LL.M. or M.B.A. So, for example, the Rochester Graduate School of Business Administration offers in cooperation with the University of Berne a postgraduate program in Switzerland. In short, the “Americanization” of legal education is part of a wider phenomenon.

III. Procedural Law

A. Civil Procedure

The rules of civil procedure on the Continent were developed during the Middle Ages by Italian and French jurists. Of special importance was the canon law, which formed the basis of the main structures and the theory of procedure. American ideas or techniques have not influenced “normal” civil procedure, but there are important American influences in some special areas:

Arbitration. International arbitration is becoming more and more a kind of industry. The main players are lawyers of international law firms, judges and sometimes professors. Under most arbitration regulations, the arbitrators are free to follow whatever procedural rules they wish. I have noted, in discussions with people involved in this kind of arbitration, that they more and more adopt American models. This is especially true for pretrial discovery.

Bankruptcy. In the German speaking area, rules about bankruptcy are mainly conceived of as aspects of the law of procedure. During the last decades, these laws have been reformed or even completely revamped in many European countries. In 1994, the German legislature adopted, after nearly twenty years of work and discussion, an entirely new code of bankruptcy. The so-called “Reform des Insolvenzrechts” was strongly influenced by American ideas and conceptions. This is especially true of the totally new concept of reorganization (“Reorganisation” or “Sanierungs-verfahren”), which follows the concept of Chapter 11 of the US bankruptcy code of 1978. The new law also establishes the new principle of “Restschuldbefreiung” (forgiveness of dept), also taken from American models. Reorganization and “Restschuldbefreiung” are more than reforms. They give up the traditional principles of German bankruptcy law and introduce new principles developed in the United States. In this rather technical area of law, the United
States, as a highly industrialized nation, first developed modern concepts to solve problems caused by changing economic and social conditions.10

B. Criminal Procedure

Besides changes in substantive penal law11 there have been major changes in criminal procedure. An excellent example is Germany where new laws relating to witnesses were introduced into German “Strafprozessordnung” (i.e. criminal procedure law). These new laws were a sharp break with the tradition of criminal procedure in the German speaking area.12 The association of German jurists (“der deutsche Juristentag”), the most important body of German lawyers, with strong influence on legislation, has also discussed and approved allowing plea bargaining in German criminal procedure.13

C. Constitutional Courts

The law of basic constitutional rights has changed, under American influence, during recent decades all over Europe. Hand in hand with that development, the power of constitutional courts has grown to an extent nobody could have imagined in, say, 1950. This is especially true for Germany where the Bundesverfassungsgericht (Federal Constitutional Court) in many aspects resembles the Supreme Court of the United States. The functions of the Bundesverfassungsgericht—its decision-making as well as its importance and influence—are without precedent in European legal history. But they closely correspond to the practice and role of the United States Supreme Court. That is also true of many details of the work of the court. For example dissenting opinions and especially the publishing of dissenting opinions were introduced under the influence of the American model into German constitutional courts. This practice was totally unknown before.

D. Summary

Thus, the influence of American law can be shown in civil procedural laws, in the work of constitutional courts, and in innovation in criminal procedure. The reception of parts of American bankruptcy law is of great significance. The takeover of American bankruptcy rules is not the result simply of studying law comparatively; rather, the United States, here as in many others fields, was the first to confront certain problems of industrial and post-industrial society. American innovation and leadership is perhaps the most important reason for the permanent and ongoing reception of American legal models.

In the field of constitutional law, an additional reason is the dominant position of constitutional law in American legal history as well as in the legal system generally. In the European counties, especially in the German-speaking area, this new concept was accepted gradually and leads to a new conception of and role for the constitutional courts.
IV. Substantive Law

Although changes in legal education, or the implanting of American models in procedural law, are remarkable and important, the influence of American law and legal conceptions on substantive law is even more significant—perhaps the most important development in legal culture in Europe and globally since the Second World War.

American expressions and phrases, American models and principles—these cause deep changes in legal structure and in the dogmatics of civil law. I will give some examples from fields I teach, or in which I act as a consultant. In Switzerland, by long tradition professors are asked by lawyers, banks and other industries for legal opinions on questions which are either too complicated for the average lawyer or which are new. I take my first example, which is both curious and typical, from that realm.

A. The So-called Letter of Intent

In 1992 a downtown lawyer in Bern sought a legal opinion. She explained that a client had presented her a document which caused some difficulties. When I read the document I could understand the difficulties the lawyer had with it. The title was "letter of intent." The following German text had nothing to do with any kind of declaration about the formation of a contract or something comparable to that. Instead it turned out to be a kind of letter of awareness, in the so-called "soft" version.

The document was formulated to secure bank credit for one firm in a Swiss group of companies doing business in the construction industry. It was formulated and presented to the firm by representatives of the bank.

The first remarkable point is that a contract between two Swiss parties, whose text is German, carries an English name. This underlines one aspect of the reception of American law. It looks modern, international and professional to use English phrases or topics in business and legal texts. That this phenomenon is not restricted to the business or legal worlds is well-known and needs no further explanation.

More astonishing is the fact that the banker who used the formula "letter of intent" obviously did not know what it actually meant. Had this heading been written at the beginning of an ordinary German text of a contract of guarantee, it would be easy to say that this was a mistake made by someone who simply wanted to be fashionable. This would be misleading however, because, as I mentioned before, the German text does not follow a traditional contract model, or that of any kind of traditional credit security instrument. It is nothing less than an exact translation of clauses well known to a "letter of awareness" in the American sense. These were introduced into the German-speaking area during the seventies and eighties and are now part of German and Swiss commercial law. They are called
“Patronatserklärung,” and, as in American usage, have both a soft and a hard version. For our topic two aspects are of importance:

The wording of the Patronatserklärung is a translation nearly word by word, of American clauses. Moreover, the whole concept is an import from America; and so too of the function. European lawyers learned the clauses from their American counterparts, in contracting with American companies. They soon realized that European groups of companies would and could need this special form of security for partners of group members. In the meantime, the “Patronatserklärung” became part of university courses on commercial law, and is discussed in books of authority on commercial law as well as used in business life. The bank representative used the right formula of the Patronatserklärung—probably taken from an in-house form book of the bank—but used it incorrectly. This simple example shows American terms have been received which are independent of the Americanization of the law; but the general trend of Americanization is nonetheless quite real, and this example shows the strength of the trend.

B. Commercial Law

It is no coincidence that the example just given stems from what in Europe is traditionally called commercial law, which includes corporate, banking and capital market law. This is the field where Americanization in terminology and in substance is strong and accelerating.

As I mentioned earlier, the field of economics is entirely dominated by American literature and the American language. Even in German and Swiss newspapers, phrases like “corporate identity” or “corporate culture” as well as “corporate financing” are not translated but are simply used as they are. The terms are well-known and so are the concepts linked to these terms. In corporation law, too terms and concepts of American Corporation law influence traditional European business law. Sometimes American models are introduced to cope with problems that were unrecognized earlier in European law—e.g. the corporate opportunity doctrine or the business judgment rule. Examples could be multiplied. The general development of European corporation law owes a great deal to American legal theory in this field.

This is especially clear for the rules the European Community developed for harmonization of European corporation law. Some of those EC-directives directly import American models into European law. The EC-Accounting Directives are one example. The same trend is even more pronounced in Switzerland. The new Swiss corporation law of 1991 is fairly traditional; but many Swiss companies on a voluntary basis have adopted so-called “International Accounting Standards,” which are basically American law.

Thus both the EC and Switzerland have embraced the concepts of transparency—one of the main principles of American corporation law. In so doing, they reversed the legal acceptance of the traditional European attitude of companies, that is, to hide as much as possible.
But this development is just a piece of a mosaic. The whole picture is that capital market law (including the corresponding part of criminal law) has been restructured totally under strong influence or by direct reception of American rules.

C. Capital Market and Security Law

Perhaps the most significant example of this development is the new Swiss Stock Exchange Law ("Börsengesetz"). The government introduced it in February 1993; it passed both Chambers in June 1994, needing only some small adjustments between the two Chambers as of late 1994. This law includes detailed rules on stock ownership notification and take-over regulations, as well as a special criminal provision on stock price manipulation. It is evident from the text that American models were at work here. American market theory and American legal doctrine underlie all of the law's provisions. The government's commentary, on publication of the draft, spoke for example about the "efficient functioning of the Swiss financial system" and "the confidence of market participants in a clean and undistorted capital market offering equal opportunities." Boeckli remarks that "this sounds like a newspaper clipping" from an American business newspaper, though it is in fact "the language of the Swiss White Book."

There is another branch of the law of capital markets where the terminology and the form of business transactions have been completely Americanized. The economic as well as the legal definitions of financial futures or derivatives stem from American capital market theory, and the legal doctrines based on these theories. More examples could be given; but it is already clear that American legal concepts and terminology dominates the law of capital markets.

D. Antitrust Law

That the antitrust law of the EC as well as that of Germany has been strongly influenced by American theory and practice is common knowledge. Especially significant is the development in Switzerland. There cartels were considered quite natural and were tolerated or even esteemed. Nevertheless a new cartel law of 3 September 1993 implants the American principles of antitrust law as well as American theory and practice directly into Swiss law. The same is true for the proposed control over mergers; and the duty to notify concerning "presumably unlawful cartels."

E. Insider Trading and Money Laundering

Switzerland was the first country in Europe to introduce a criminal provision on insider trading, which was explicitly called a "Lex Americana": many European countries are preparing or have already enacted insider trading rules. Switzerland also promulgated a money laundering provision on August 1, 1991, and is preparing additional provisions against illegal financial transactions related
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Thus commercial law shows strong evidence of direct and significant reception of American law. The reasons for this development are very clear. There are two major factors:

The first is that economics has developed a body of theory and doctrine on capital markets and related areas. But economics as a field is completely dominated by American theory and models. These theories and models, of American origin, were taken up and spread widely in European circles. They also opened the door to the introduction of legal institutions based on these economic insights.

Second, many questions related to capital market or to new financial instruments have—as mentioned above—first arisen in the United States. So, for example, takeovers as well as new financial instruments have been phenomena of economic life in the United States. Legal practice, legislatures, and legal scholars have all been forced to find rules and concepts to deal with these phenomena. This brings us back to my central thesis: after the Second World War nearly all major new concepts of law, and new developments in legal theory and practice, had at least their starting point in the United States.

V. Change of Conception

A. Liability

The tendency to extend forms of liability, discussed in my earlier article, has been continued and even intensified. Liability of lenders was totally unknown some years ago anywhere in Europe. Nowadays there are several doctoral theses about lender's liability and the tendency to adopt it. There is also a strong trend to extend liability for providers of services, which is manifest in the proposed EC Directive for Services Rendered.

Finally, the responsibility of company officers, though discussed, was not a major legal issue until recently. Now in Switzerland as well as in Germany, there are more and more suits; and the chances that creditors or shareholders will win their cases seems to be improving every year.

B. Change of Civil Law Doctrine

The fundamental structures of the civil law are based on Roman law traditions. The influences and receptions described here and elsewhere in my work may change aspects and bring about new rules in fields of commercial law or in areas where no rules existed; the traditional core structures of the law are apparently untouched by these developments. But even in the core areas one can detect the growing influence of American legal concepts. A prominent example is the United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG). This convention may, in the next century, dominate international trade in goods. It has been signed by all important trading nations of the world. It is interesting to note that this law follows American tradition in matters that concern performance and failure to perform. Americanized rules about breach of contract or anticipatory breach will replace Roman-based rules about failure to fulfil and the like. It goes without saying that rules of international sale contracts will influence national laws of sales. Thus, a German commission to reform that part of the German civil code which concerns non-performance has proposed new rules, much influenced by CISG, or more accurately by American law.33

C. A New Style

Whereas the CISG has partly taken over some rules of American law, in other fields, there is an astonishing amount of reception of the style of American legal culture. All the directives of the EC follow the American pattern of legislation: they begin with definitions and explanations which determine the range and application of the law. When the members of the EC fulfil their obligation to create national rules within the framework of EC directives, they also follow that style, starting with definitions of subjects and terms. This technique, well-known to American lawyers, has no basis in European legal history. The canons of interpretation in Europe have been developed with an eye to the traditional style of European laws and their application. There may then be some difficulties in applying and interpreting EC law, and the national laws which follow EC directives, since European lawyers feel unable to use their customary tools of interpretation and analysis.34

The same phenomenon appears with regards to contracts: All over Europe, lawyers impressed by their American education or influenced by patterns used by their American counterparts, have adopted the American style of drafting contracts. These begin, too, with definitions of terms. European lawyers thus may also find it hard to adjust to modes of interpretation of such contracts. European contract interpretation rules are derived from and are similar to the rules for interpreting statutes. They are adequate to the traditional European style of contracting. Their application to contracts styled the American way may be rather difficult.

European legal scholarship thus faces a problem. To interpret these new laws or contracts we may have to use American forms of interpretation; otherwise one should perhaps return to the traditional European style of legislation and contracting. Since this latter seems unlikely, the situation leads necessarily to a further degree of reception. In fact, the reception of American law proceeds step by step; it is not restricted to regulations and legal models but also takes place at a higher level, the level of legal theory and legal thought.
D. General Aspects

In my prior article, I argued that reception of general models and concepts from American laws had taken place. I mentioned the “law and economics” movement and, more generally, the interdisciplinary approach of American legal reasoning and doctrine. This process continues in many areas of legal life.

Important is the ongoing intrusion of constitutional law into other fields of legal theory and practice. This is still for European lawyers a frightening or at least surprising experience, exemplified particularly by the judgments of the German Bundesverfassungsgericht. This court, in many decisions, has directly intervened in matters of private law, a process once unthinkable in Germany.

The American conception of constitutional law tends to break down the traditional walls between public and private law and replaces them with a pragmatic approach, concerned with problem-solving, and indifferent to whether the rules to be applied are traditionally labelled public or private. This tendency is seen in banking law, health law and in many other fields as well.

Finally, as a natural consequence of all aspects discussed before, the importance of codified law itself has been step by step reduced; and the importance of court decisions has increased. Many European countries, despite their “gapless” codes, are more and more oriented toward case law. Case law grows in importance, perhaps because legislators are not able to react to social and economic developments as quickly as courts. Courts confront the problems of the modern society in the first instance; that is why they play a leading role in dealing with those problems. Perhaps here, as in many of the other examples, the so-called reception of American law is nothing more than a common reaction to the needs of modern society which may have little or nothing to do with Americanization.

VI. Conclusion and Consequences

It would be easy to say that industrialized nations share certain problems; hence the harmonization of legal rules and techniques is simply, and naturally, part of a process of convergence.

It is certainly true that many legal problems are consequences of industrialization, and of the structure of modern society and of modern states. There is no doubt for example that risk-spreading, and the urge to find compensation for accidental losses, is a worldwide phenomenon and is independent of the legal influence of the United States. Nevertheless this does not explain why so many legal solutions and legal arguments used in solving new problems come from American legal patterns and models. Yet reasons for this aspect of development are not hard to find.
The United States, as the most industrialized nation, dealt with many of these problems earlier than other countries. Legal scholarship and the judiciary developed solutions; and the solutions, because of the high standards of universities and the legal profession, were themselves at a high level. These are again results of the leading role of the nation. To summarize: I would say that the reception of American legal thought (as well as of procedural institutions and legal patterns) is a natural phenomenon. It is not the result of simple convergence brought about by the identity of problems faced by industrialized countries. It is a true reception, in a sense well-known from history: the leading power, the most developed society, acts as a model; other societies adopt this model, including the legal culture of the dominant nation. 37

This explanation of a process going on in Europe and many other parts of the developed world is not of purely academic interest. There are indeed many practical consequences.

Since this is reception and not simply convergence, nations are free to follow American models or not. That means, concretely, that, if a problem has to be solved, they can decide which solution they want. This includes the option to choose a model other than American. This is important with respect to such fields as property law or the law of torts where, in my view, the traditional European system is much better than the American.

In other fields it is evident that we have no traditional models; we are thus nearly forced to accept American patterns. This is especially true in very young fields—some dealing with such things as the capital market. But it is also true of others very far from the commercial world. Thus laws against discrimination of all sorts—race, gender, handicapped, or sexual minorities—tend to be copies of American patterns. Here convergence is clear, because problems of discrimination exist everywhere in the world. But on the other hand, the society which first developed legal instruments to fight discrimination in an efficient form is the United States.

Finally: The societies of the former communist states are on their way back to the rule of law. In many fields, they return to their 19th century situation, dominated by German law and ultimately based on the Roman legal tradition. In other fields, this will not be the case. What happens in Eastern European forms a kind of natural experiment on the modernization of law. It will perhaps give us a broader and surer basis for discussions of convergence and reception.
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17. Cf. Wiegand (supra n. 1) 238.


24. Böckli (supra n. 16) 5 ff.

25. Germany’s Antitrust Law (Gesetz gegen Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen, GWB) goes back to the middle fifties and came into effect on January 1, 1958, the same day Art. 85 ff. of the EEC Treaty became effective. Hence Germany had an interest in getting trade regulation rule on the European level parallel to that in its own country. Germany’s law stems basically from the decartelization law of the occupying powers after World War II. See Wernhard Möschel, “Deutsches und Europäisches Recht der Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen—ein Vergleich,” in JA 1986 7 ff. and id., Recht der Wettbewerbsbeschränkungen (1983).
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